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Abstract

ways in which they penetrate everyday discourse. In particular, it is interesting to ask whether there may be specific
features intrinsic to the content itself that could contribute to
the success of particular memes — a kind of “fitness function” defined on the text. In order to consider this question
in a controlled setting, we focus on a large corpus of movie
quotes, looking for properties that distinguish lines that have
emerged as memorable quotes over time from lines that have
remained more obscure, despite being uttered by the same
individual at approximately the same point in time [DanescuNiculescu-Mizil et al., 2012a]. We identify several features
associated with memorable quotes; in particular, when evaluated on language models trained on newswire [Kučera and
Francis, 1967], memorable quotes tend to use less probable
word sequences, but their part-of-speech sequences are more
probable. We also find that memorable quotes use features associated with greater generality, through choice of verb tense,
personal pronouns, and articles.
For the second line of work we consider, we move from the
scale of population-level content sharing down to the level
of person-to-person communication: we explore the use of
language coordination [Niederhoffer and Pennebaker, 2002]
as a mechanism for identifying power relationships between
people from textual traces of their interactions [DanescuNiculescu-Mizil et al., 2012b]. Language coordination is a
phenomenon in which two people will tend to become more
similar in their language choices when communicating with
each other (for example, in the rate at which they use different types of function words such as quantifiers, conjunctions,
and articles). Work in communication accommodation theory predicts that when there is a power imbalance between
two people who are communicating, the lower-power person will tend to coordinate more and the higher-power person
will tend to coordinate less [Natale, 1975; Giles et al., 1991;
Street and Giles, 1982; Giles, 2008]. Using a methodology
for identifying fine-grained coordination effects in text data
[Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2011], we find that coordination can serve as a useful cross-domain method for identifying power differences in both on-line and off-line domains.
Finally, we consider an application that requires an understanding of both content and structure — the automated
management of on-line discussions in settings such as Facebook. Many social applications organize a user’s experience
around a set of discussion threads that he or she is partic-

The growth of social media and on-line social networks has opened up a set of fascinating new challenges and directions for researchers in both computing and the social sciences, and an active interface is growing between these areas. We discuss a
set of basic questions that arise in the design and
analysis of systems supporting on-line social interactions, focusing on two main issues: the role of
network structure in the dynamics of social media
sites, and the analysis of textual data as a way to
study properties of on-line social interaction.

Overview
The study of on-line social interaction has provided a wide
range of insights into the dynamics of social phenomena,
the flow of information through the world, and the design
of systems supporting the collective creation and sharing
of content. Two broad recent themes in the analysis of
these domains have been the use of network methods for
reasoning about the patterns of interaction [Jackson, 2008;
Easley and Kleinberg, 2010; Newman, 2010] and the use of
text and language analysis for reasoning about the content itself [Manning et al., 2008; Pang and Lee, 2008].
A promising direction is to bring these two collections of
methods together, combining the analysis of what is being
communicated in these systems with the structural patterns
that characterize the communication. Research over the past
several years has begun to explore such a synthesis for several different kinds of phenomena, including the inference of
power and status in social interactions [Bramsen et al., 2011;
Gilbert, 2012; Otterbacher and Hemphill, 2012]; identification of different roles in these interactions [Diehl et al., 2007;
De Choudhury et al., 2010]; analysis of how content is
shaped in political contexts [Conover et al., 2011; Livne et
al., 2011]; and investigations of how content enters news
coverage and popular discourse [Leskovec et al., 2009; Simmons et al., 2011; Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2012a;
2012b].
Here we consider three lines of work that contribute to
this combined analysis of structure and content. We begin
by discussing the question of textual memes that spread online [Leskovec et al., 2009; Simmons et al., 2011], and the
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ipating in; to capture the set of issues involved in managing this experience, we formalize the problem of conversational curation [Backstrom et al., 2013] — at any given point
in time, which threads should be brought to a user’s attention? We identify two sub-problems inherent in this question. The first is to estimate the amount of discussion a thread
will generate, a task related to earlier analyses of comment
volume [De Choudhury et al., 2009; Tsagkias et al., 2009;
Yano and Smith, 2010; Guerini et al., 2011; Wang et al.,
2012; Artzi et al., 2012] and rate of content diffusion [Kwak
et al., 2010; Lerman and Ghosh, 2010; Bakshy et al., 2011;
Romero et al., 2011; Artzi et al., 2012]. The second, which
appears to be new in the present context, is re-entry prediction
— estimating whether an individual who has already contributed to a thread is likely to continue participating. This
latter task is crucial for organizing on-line conversations that
evolve over time, and in particular for deciding whether to
continue keeping a user informed about a thread after he or
she has already participated in it.
A recurring theme in all these lines of work, and others
related to them, is the way in which insights that combine
properties of both content and structure can help provide individuals with richer ways of managing their interactions with
information and with one another.
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